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Abstract

This article presents the evaluation of a bespoke
machine translation (MT) system adapted to
the work of a literary translator who specializes
in fiction. Actualizing a research avenue for
the English–French pair and complementing a
growing number of studies for other language
combinations, our work on literary machine
translation shows that it is possible to fine-tune
a base model trained with publicly available
tools and datasets and obtain interesting results
with a much smaller subset of custom training
data. Although the raw unedited output remains
nowhere near human production, metrics show
that the adapted system produces translations
that are much closer to the desired human
reference, while further automatic evaluations
reflect improvements regarding important tex-
tual features for literary texts. Finally, a manual
evaluation details the type of errors produced
by our system, indicating that these primarily
involve adequacy errors that are already well
documented for MT and typically harder to
spot, rather than purely literary aspects. This
annotation process also revealed unsuspected
observations and suggests new perspectives for
the use of MT. Namely, that of an individually
personalized and interactive tool better suited
to the translation of creative texts, although its
application to the literary domain opens many
ethical and practical questions.

1 Introduction

Given the rising interest in the quality, application
and ethical considerations of literary machine
translation (LMT), we examine the feasibility of
adapting a machine translation system not only on
literary data, but more specifically on the work of
an individual translator.
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For this purpose, we trained a Transformer
model on a subset of six fantasy novels from a
single series, as described in Hansen et al. (2022).
The aim of this article is to go beyond simple
metrics of performance, to investigate commonly
addressed features of MT and human translation
(HT), and to provide more insight on if, how much,
and in what respect our human-adapted system has
adapted—or not—to the individual style displayed
in these novels.

Thus, the next section presents some of the
related works that have also attempted to train or
fine-tune MT models on literature, as well as other
studies interested in the production and context
of production of literary (machine) translations.
Following these, we briefly describe the experiment
setting and methodology before highlighting the
added value of the adaptation process through
standard evaluation metrics, as well as measures
of lexical richness, sentence length, and syntactic
equivalence. We then end with the results of an
error annotation evaluation and overall discussion
on concerns and potential directions for LMT.

Ultimately, we find that our system is able to
learn and achieve much better performance, even
with scarce data, when compared to in-house and
online generic tools. The human reference remains
well above MT of course, and the comparison be-
tween HT and MT in this domain illustrates aspects
with which the latter still struggles. Nevertheless,
this individualized adaptation hints at a possible
scenario where MT might become in the long run
a potentially useful interactive aid in complement
to other translation and corpus exploration tools.
If they were to be trained and used by translators
themselves, we likewise wonder if individualized
MT systems might help regarding some questions
of ergonomics and working conditions, quality
and creativity, as well as ethics and language
normalization, that surround LMT.
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2 Related Works

Although there has been a long-standing and con-
sistent curiosity for the constrained or automatic
production of literary pieces, and more recently for
the specific topic of LMT, it is with the advances of
neural machine translation (NMT) that the interest
really took off (Hansen, 2021). Hence, we can now
rely on a growing number of studies investigating
the application of LMT with different paradigms or
language pairs, and the adaptation of MT systems
to literary data. Of particular importance for our
work are also studies evaluating the output of either
adapted or generic systems on literary texts, as
well as research investigating the societal issues
surrounding the implementation of such a tool.

To our knowledge, no other study has looked
into the topic of LMT for the English–French pair
since the pioneering work of Besacier (2014) with
statistical machine translation (SMT), who already
considered adapting a system on the work of the
same author being evaluated, as did Toral and
Way (2015), even though the size of the literary
corpus was still limited in both cases. Since then,
other researchers have used NMT in literature,
such as Matusov (2019) with the English–Russian
and German–English pairs, Kuzman et al. (2019),
who similarly applied it to the English–Slovene
combination and found that having a training
corpus from a specific author was more useful than
a larger corpus of varied literature, and finally Toral
and Way (2018) on the English–Catalan pair, who
did not fine-tune a generic model on literary texts,
but instead trained it exclusively on in-domain data.

In connection with this, Guerberof-Arenas and
Toral (2020) have also delved into the evaluation
of the translations produced by their adapted
system for the same language combination, while
other researchers similarly explored this avenue
with generic online tools for English–Dutch
(Tezcan et al., 2019; Webster et al., 2020; Fonteyne
et al., 2020; Macken et al., 2022).

Lastly, another area of research has also focused
on the ethical considerations that should become
more and more pressing as MT continues to
improve and integrate previously unsuspected do-
mains. Such questions might include for example
notions of translation quality and work conditions
(Taivalkoski-Shilov, 2019), retranslation and pla-
giarism (Şahin and Gürses, 2019), translator’s
voice (Kenny and Winters, 2020), and creativity
constraints (Guerberof-Arenas and Toral, 2022).

3 Experiment Setting

This study is based on the Septimus Heap (Sage,
2015–2013) / Magyk (Serval, 2015–2013) saga: a
series depicting a world set so far in the future that
technology became indistinguishable from magic.
Aside from the poetic image that comes with
studying this genre in relation to a technology
that is often depicted as uncanny and futuristic in
mainstream media, our test case was also chosen as
it is very representative of the heroic fantasy genre,
which itself represents one of the main segments
of the literary translation industry. These novels
also pose several unique challenges to be found, for
instance, in the high variation between very formal
or informal register depending on the character
speaking, or in the use of archaisms, regionalisms,
neologisms, wordplay, etc. Indeed, the same
observations encouraged us to choose these books
in a previous computer-assisted literary translation
experiment which further motivated this selection,
as we plan to compare it with this LMT scenario.
What is more, a comparison with a small sample of
French translations from canonical works seemed
to indicate that they are particularly challenging
novels for MT, as evidenced by perplexity measures
suggested in Toral and Way (2015), which we
attributed to the high degree of liberty taken in the
translations, and to the lexical field of the fictional
universe created in the saga (Hansen et al., 2022).

The saga comprises 7 volumes, originally writ-
ten in English by Angie Sage, but only 6 of them
were published in and translated by Nathalie Serval,
as the last tome was never released by the French
publisher—which makes us wonder if the use of
MT could somehow help French-speaking fans to
finally have access to the dénouement of the story.
This corpus (of about 45K segments) nevertheless
serves as a good starting point for a domain
adaptation scenario, inasmuch as it constitutes a
relatively homogeneous and coherent corpus.

To train our generic system, we used publicly
available and commonly used corpora for our lan-
guage pair (cf. Table 1): Europarl v8, GlobalVoices
2018Q4, News-Commentary v16 and TED2020 v1
(Tiedemann, 2012). We also used the Books corpus
from the OPUS repository, after correcting a third
of the dataset for which the language direction
was inverted, as well as a corpus of video game
translation described in Hansen and Houlmont
(2022), due to both is size and quality, but also
its closeness to the fantasy genre.
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Segments Tokens EN Tokens FR
Europarl 2,007,723 49,867,465 54,553,979
Video Game 1,370 431 21,041,902 22,804,380
TED 410,443 7,041,745 7,464,033
GlobalVoices 195,387 3,503,600 3,980,602
News 183,251 4,055,180 4,952,704
Books 127,021 2,737,133 2,770,418

Total 4,294,256 88,247,025 96,526,116

Table 1: Corpora used for generic training.

Segments Tokens EN Tokens FR
Synthetic 338,233 14,339,224 15,130,086
Translator 111,322 3,571,242 3,569,595
Parallel 100,055 4,014,409 4,365,486

Sep. (train) 37,348 550,536 541,779
Sep. (val.) 7,225 109,859 106,621
Sep. (test) 704 10,181 10,073

Total 594,887 22,595,451 23,723,640

Table 2: Corpora used for fine-tuning.

The fine-tuning process was carried out using
our custom corpus of 6 novels, divided into a
training set that includes the first 5 volumes and
a validation set made up of the sixth tome, with
the exception of the last three chapters which
form our test set (all labelled “Sep.” in Table 2).
We trained a first model using only this data for
comparison purposes, then trained a second model
with a larger literary corpus, as in Toral and Way
(2018). We therefore compiled a synthetic corpus
(“Synthetic”) in the manner of Caswell et al. (2019),
made up of 150 books originally written in French
and specifically selected from different genres,
time periods and French-speaking countries. All
were translated with DeepL to create the English
source text. We also built a parallel corpus of 35
ebooks (“Parallel”) chosen from fantasy classics
and aligned with LogiTerm (Terminotix Inc., 2018).
Given that our aim is to adapt a system to a
specific translator, we did not include more than
two or three works per author or translator. Finally,
we built a second parallel corpus (“Translator”)
containing 40 translations from Nathalie Serval,
who has worked extensively in the fantastique,
fantasy and science-fiction domains.

Both of our systems were trained (200,000 steps)
and fine-tuned (50,000 steps) with OpenNMT v2
(Klein et al., 2017), using the base parameters of
the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) and
a vocabulary size of 16K, set with SentencePiece’s
unigram encoding (Kudo and Richardson, 2018).

4 Automatic Evaluations

In an attempt to avoid common pitfalls of MT
evaluation (Marie et al., 2021) and in order to pro-
vide detailed insight into the output of our custom
system, we show in this section a combination of
traditional and more recent metrics, along with
their signature and a statistical significance test.
These are followed by other automatic measures
reflecting problems of MT which are of particular
interest to the literary domain, namely lexical
richness (Vanmassenhove et al., 2019), length ratio
(Castilho and Resende, 2022), and structure being
too close to the source text (Ahrenberg, 2017),
that reflect the simplification, explicitation and
convergence universals respectively (Baker, 1996).
We then add to this analysis with a more qualitative
evaluation of the resulting text in the next section.

4.1 Evaluation Metrics

The easiest way to confirm the improvement that
results from the adaptation process is, of course,
to lean on automatic evaluation metrics for MT.
To that end, we report three metrics provided
by SacreBLEU (Post, 2018), along with their
signature,1 as well as the more recent COMET
metric, that is said to better correlate with human
judgement (Rei et al., 2020).2 Although it is now
widely accepted that BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
is not representative of quality, it is of interest to us
here in that we are hoping to see if our translation is
closer to the one produced by the official translator,
and in that BLEU actually measures the closeness
to this one reference (by comparing n-grams).
ChrF2++ (Popović, 2017) relies in the same
principle but also takes strings of characters into
account on top of word n-grams and has shown to
better correlate with human evaluation, while TER
(Snover et al., 2006) rather gives an idea of the
time and effort needed to edit the MT output until
it matches the reference exactly. Lastly, COMET
(Rei et al., 2020) is supposed to measure semantic
similarity by comparing the vector representations
of a translation in relation to the representations of
both the reference and source texts.

1Metric signatures for sacreBLEU:
BLEU #:1|c:mixed|e:no|tok:13a|s:exp|v:2.0.0
chrF2++ #:1|c:mixed|e:yes|nc:6|nw:2|s:no|v:2.0.0
TER #:1|c:lc|t:tercom|nr:no|pn:yes|a:no|v:2.0.0.

2We ran the evaluation with the wmt20-comet-da model,
and apply a bootstrapped t-test (Koehn, 2004) to confirm that
the difference for our tuned model is statistically significant
with a 95% confidence interval.
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BLEU ⇑ chrF2++ ⇑ TER ⇓ COMET ⇑
Google 10.79 35.20 91.08 -0.240

DeepL 10.04 34.88 92.81 -0.248

Generic 09.93 33.14 92.24 -0.388

Sep-only 18.56 40.43 76.06 -0.126

Sep-large 19.07 41.43 75.98 -0.066

Table 3: MT metrics for two public systems, in-house
generic baseline, and our two literary-adapted systems.

We use multiple metrics to see if all point in the
same direction (an arrow indicates for each if
better performance is marked by a higher or lower
score). To have some sort of a basis for comparison,
we first show the scores of two generic online
systems, Google Translate and DeepL, in Table 3.3

Reporting scores for these can be of interest, seeing
as they are the MT systems that the general public
might be most familiar with for this language
combination, but also because we assume they are
much more robust than our own generic system
(labelled as such in the table) as it is trained
with only the 4M sentences given in Table 1.4

The results for all three are quite low if we look
at the absolute BLEU points, which we take as
another confirmation that MT appears to have some
difficulties with this particular literary genre—or is
at least very distant from the official reference.

Still looking at BLEU, our first custom system
(“Septimus-only”) reaches almost twice the per-
formance of our generic model with only the 45K
segments of our initial corpus. The added 550K
segments of the second model (“Septimus-large”),
which was tuned on all of the corpora listed in
Table 2, only improved BLEU by about 0.5 points.
The translation output of these systems is very
different, however, as somewhat reflected in the
COMET score. We believe this is because the use
of a language model favours systems that score
higher on fluency, whereas our first model shows a
higher degree of adaptation to translator style, as
we note in our observations (cf. infra).

Yet, all metrics attest to the interest of the adap-
tation procedure, which almost doubles the BLEU
score. This is much more than in other successful
literary adaptation experiments (Matusov, 2019),
and in keeping with the conclusion that translator-
specific corpora are more useful than larger and

3Publicly available systems tested on 25/11/2020.
4As a note, we tried running experiments with the dozens

of millions of sentences from the WMT 2014 translation task
(Bojar et al., 2014), but the quality as indicated by automatic
and human evaluations dropped systematically, due to—in our
opinion—the noise and dissimilarity of these datasets.

general literary corpora (Kuzman et al., 2019).

4.2 Lexical Richness
Various studies have looked at other, more specific
phenomenons similar to lexical richness to better
understand how MT outputs differ from HT. As a
result, it has been found that texts produced by MT
are lexically less diverse than human translations,
and the same observation held evidently true with
literary works, adding to the importance of such
features in addition to traditional quality metrics
(Webster et al., 2020).

To verify whether or not the adaptation of our
system also showed improvements with regard to
textual features such as lexical richness, we used
the LexicalRichness python module5 to look at the
Type-Token Ratio (TTR) of our reference (“REF”)
and compared it to our “Septimus-large” model
(“SEP”) as well as the translations produced by
Google Translate (“GGL”) and by DeepL (“DPL”).
Results are reported in Table 4. Since the TTR
is skewed by sentence length, we also computed
the Mean Segment TTR (MSTTR) (Johnson,
1944) and the Moving Average TTR (MATTR)
(Covington and McFall, 2010), as they seem to
be better indicators of TTR (Tezcan et al., 2019).
All texts were lemmatized with Stanza (Qi et al.,
2020) and we used a suggested window of 500
tokens for the MSTTR and MATTR measures.

Tokens Types TTR MSTTR MATTR
REF 10,348 1,900 0.18 0.45 0.45

SEP 9,601 1,598 0.17 0.42 0.42

GGL 11,351 1,699 0.15 0.41 0.41

DPL 11,423 1,688 0.15 0.40 0.40

Table 4: Measures of lexical richness for the human
reference, our bespoke MT system, Google and DeepL.

Unsurprisingly, the human reference exhibits the
highest degree of lexical richness across the board,
including the simple TTR that sometimes attributes
a higher score to MT in some studies (cf. Tezcan
et al., 2019) due to the abundance of mistransla-
tions. All three methods also confirm an increase
for our custom model in that respect, even though
one might notice the considerable gap in the overall
number of tokens between the same model and the
reference or, even more so, the two generic systems.
This is due to the number of omissions generated
by our system and will be touched in the manual
evaluation section (cf. infra).

5https://github.com/LSYS/LexicalRichness.
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4.3 Segment length

Although the sentence length of human translations
tends to be longer than the original,6 Toral (2019)
has observed that MT produced shorter sentences,
thus hinting at a possible interference of the source
text in that regard. In order to see if the same held
true with our literary text, we indicate in Table 5 the
average length of all translations in addition to the
source (“SRC”), obtained by dividing the number
of tokens with the total number of segments (704),
as well as the expanding ratio, simply calculated
by the difference in length of the source and target
texts, normalized by the length of the source.

Average length Expanding ratio
SRC 14.26 —
REF 14.70 +3.04
SEP 13.64 -4.40
GGL 16.12 +13.03
DPL 16.22 +13.75

Table 5: Average segment length and expanding ratio
for the reference, bespoke system, Google and DeepL.

While our test set contains a lot of very small
segments (e.g. “Marcia smiled.”, “She continued.”),
these appear amongst segments that very often
contain two or more sentences (up to five) and that
can be subject to major syntactic reorganizations.
Despite the manual alignment of this whole custom
corpus to ensure that each translation unit is as
small as possible, while having the exact same
content, this scenario happens rather frequently,
which is why we prefer to speak of segments
instead of sentences. Still, it appears overall that
the average segment length is quite similar between
the source and the reference, which we can explain
by the fact that the translator makes ample use of
omissions, contractions and shortcuts to produce
a text that has approximately the same number of
pages as the original novel. However, both public
MT tools display a much higher ratio, while the
translation of our custom system generates seg-
ments that are even shorter than the source, echoing
our last observation regarding lexical richness.

4.4 Syntactic Equivalence

After looking at segments in terms of length and
richness, we investigate what might be perhaps
the biggest challenge for MT in the literary field,
which would be its tendency to follow the syntactic

6Usually 20–25% longer for translations from English into
French according to De Clercq et al. (2021).

structure of the source text too closely. To do so,
we utilize another readily available python module,
ASTrED,7 in its fully automated mode. Based on
word-aligned and POS-tagged sentences,8 ASTrED
offers various metrics aimed at quantifying syntac-
tic equivalence and assessing translation difficulty
(Vanroy et al., 2021). Given that sentences have
to be compared individually and that our test set
contains many sentences that do not have a one-to-
one correspondence, we have removed all segments
containing more than one sentence in any of the
four compared translations and were eventually
able to evaluate 404 sentences out of the 704 total.

SACr POS changes ASTrED
REF 1728 1116 3674
SEP 891 975 2683
GGL 492 969 2294
DPL 558 974 2494

Table 6: Measures of syntactic equivalence for the
reference, bespoke system, Google and DeepL.

The first measure suggested by ASTrED is the
number of Syntactically Aware Crosses (SACr),
meaning that words are first grouped together in
linguistically motivated syntagmas, of which the
alignment between source and target sentence is
then compared to determine how much reorganiz-
ing (alignment crosses) has taken place during
translation. The number of changes in Part-of-
Speech (POS) tags for each of these aligned pairs
can also be used as an indicator of syntactic
equivalence, while the third Aligned Syntactic Tree
Edit Distance (ASTrED) aims at identifying deeper
structural differences by contrasting and evaluating
the distance between dependency parse trees of the
source and target sentence while still keeping the
alignment into account.9

The number of SACr once again ranks HT
first, with the custom system showing heavier
reorganization when compared to generic systems.
And even though this is less visible in terms of POS
changes, the ASTrED metric seems to confirm this
trend, both supporting the assumption that relying
on specific and quality data can really improve
MT, including when it comes to literary texts, and
showing that HT remains well ahead when other
textual features are taken into account.

7https://github.com/BramVanroy/astred.
8The alignment is carried out by AwesomeAlign (Dou and

Neubig, 2021). POS-tagging is done once again with Stanza.
9See Vanroy et al. (2021) for deeper concrete examples

and further details on each measure.
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5 Manual Evaluation

All of the automated evaluations presented above
thus seem to corroborate the positive influence of
our adaptation experiment. To further substantiate
and enlarge on these results, we conducted an error
annotation and general evaluation of the output.

The annotation was performed by two annotators
(the authors, who are also translators) in Accolé
(Esperança-Rodier and Brunet-Manquat, 2021).
The typology used for this study inspired by Vilar
et al. (2006), Tezcan et al. (2019), and Schumacher
(2020), but was set up with three aims in mind: it
adopts the translator rather than the MT engineer’s
point of view, it specifically takes literary aspects
into consideration, and it aims at minimizing the
number of categories while maximizing ease of use.

A preliminary evaluation was carried out on one
chapter (30%) of our test set and then discussed
between the two annotators to simplify the anno-
tation scheme and remove possible ambiguities.
Then, another 10% were re-annotated with the final
scheme to assess the inter-annotator agreement and
therefore the relevance of our typology. We present
here the subsequent findings of one annotator over
the complete test set. Readers can refer to
Appendix A for an overview and description of the
whole typology, and we provide a few examples in
Appendix B to illustrate the following section.

5.1 Error Annotation

The observed agreement for the first tenth of the
test set was 80.85% for adequacy, 84% for fluency
and 70.49% for the literary aspects, revealing more
variance for this last point despite the otherwise
high agreement.

The annotation process was quite aggressive, in
the sense that repeating errors were systematically
annotated and that one issue could receive multiple
labels, as with “during a Do-or-Die exercise
in the Young Army” > “lors d’un exercice de
désœuvrement de la Jeune Garde”, where a specific
term was lost (LOS) due to a mistranslation (MTR)
and resulted in a nonsensical (NON) segment.
Overall, there are 145 (20%) “error-free segments”,
which is much less than the 44% reported in
Fonteyne et al. (2020) with Dutch, but closer to
the 20% and 28% indicated by Matusov (2019) for
Russian and German.

In total, we count 617 adequacy errors, 251 for
fluency, and 382 regarding literary aspects. This
confirms the common observation that, while being
very fluent, NMT produces more errors related to
content and meaning (Loock, 2019), which are
typically harder to spot when correcting the output.
Surprisingly, there were a lot fewer errors than we
expected when it comes to literary aspects.

The biggest issues, by far, are omissions (OMI),
mistranslations (MTR) and style (STY), as well as
logic problems (LOG). (See examples 1, 2 and 3 in
Appendix B.) This is consistent with other findings
in the literary domain (Matusov, 2019; Fonteyne
et al., 2020), but the number of omissions remains
notable, as highlighted in previous sections. Many
of these are not errors strictly speaking, and are
equally made by the translator: out of 270, 61 omis-
sions are shared, and only 12 are really problematic
(see examples 4 and 5 for both cases). In addition
to the necessary “stylistic omissions”, this strategy
can result from conscious and desirable translation
choices (Dimitriu, 2004) that our system seems to
have learned from, almost to an exaggerated point.

Adequacy
Content NMT Glitches Vocabulary Meaning
OMI ADD OTR UTR STU HAL NTR MTR OME NON SME
270 6 8 38 3 12 0 200 11 26 43

Fluency
Coherence Agreement Conjugation Syntax
REF REL LOG GEN NUM TEN PER FUN PUN
31 3 60 19 6 51 7 54 20

Literary Aspects Total
Prose Terminology Typography 704 segments
STY REG PAR ADA COH LOS DIA CAS 799 sentences
218 38 8 15 29 10 44 20 1,250 errors

Table 7: Number of errors annotated for adequacy, fluency and literary aspects.
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Close to omissions, other adequacy issues
include undertranslation (UTR), as well as a
number of meaning errors (cf. examples 6 and 7).
The latter mainly relate to shifts in meaning (SME),
nonsense (NON) or—this is more problematic—
opposite meanings (OME).

For fluency, the biggest issues besides logic are
tenses (TEN) and function words (FUN), mainly
(cf. examples 8 and 9). We expected to see a
higher number of errors in most of the categories
for fluency, especially when it came to coherence,
agreement and conjugation. We assume that the
adaptation process has helped a lot in that regard,
in particular with tenses (in fact, our system seems
to like using the French passé simple so much that
it forgot using the imparfait when it should have).
The same goes for referential cohesion, which is
of notable importance for literary texts (Voigt and
Jurafsky, 2012). It would therefore be interesting
to compare this with the output of a generic MT
system on the one hand, as well as with context-
aware NMT (Voita et al., 2018) on the other.

Regarding literary aspects, style really is the
principal difficulty, as we have already suggested.
This means that some translations remain too literal
and not very natural in French at times, even after
the adaptation procedure. As with fluency, we
also anticipated more errors for these categories,
notably for register (REG) and dialogues (DIA)
for instance. There remains ambiguities regarding
the formal and informal translation of “you” in
French (cf. example 10), or the use of a tone that
does not fit a given character, but these are not too
frequent. Likewise, dialogues must meet specific
typographic conventions in French (colon in the
preceding segment, quotes only in precise cases
and em dash to designate a new speaker), but even
if a few dashes are missing or wrongly introduced
here and there, these are generally well observed,
even when there are no indications of a dialogue in
the English segment (cf. examples 11, 12 and 13).

5.2 Observations
While we used our best model (“Septimus-large”)
for all of these evaluations, since it showed the
best performance on all metrics, one important
observation is that in comparison with our prelim-
inary evaluation on the output of an older system,
there seemed to be less obvious signs of adaptation.
This system, like our “Septimus-only” model,
was only tuned on the six novels translated by
Nathalie Serval and did not use SentencePiece.

With subword segmentation and more literary data,
there were no longer any untranslated words (NTR),
more syntactic reorganization and fewer grammar
errors, but much also fewer exact matches with the
reference. This is something that is not revealed
by quality metrics, and also something that we will
have to remedy in the long run.

But how can we say that the system has adapted
nonetheless? In addition to all the metrics pointing
that way, the biggest indicator is that virtually all of
the vocabulary specific to the series is maintained,
but also that there is a lot of heavy syntactic
reorganizations that are in line with the translator.
Terms are not systematically translated the same
way and are sometimes rendered by synonyms
or periphrases also used in the reference (e.g.
“Wizard Tower courtyard” > “cour de la tour du
Magicien”, “cour du Magicien”, “cour de la tour”).
Likewise, translation choices are closer overall
to those of the translator, whether it be recurrent
lexical items or phrases, discourse information
(e.g. “said grimly” > “dit d’un ton sinistre”),
modulations (e.g. “as they watched the sun rise”
> “tandis que le soleil se levait”), transpositions
(e.g. “looked in panic” > “regardèrent, paniqués”),
contractions (e.g. “were beginning to fall; they
drifted lazily” > “tombaient paresseusement”)...
Many omissions, interestingly, are made by the
translator as well (entire clauses, tag answers,
discourse information and speaker indications,
adjectives in long nominal groups, repetitions...),
and, equally surprising, the MT system usually
merges segments when the translator similarly does
so (33 in both, 6 in HT only, 2 in MT only),
contradicting the common idea that MT can only
work with one-to-one translation of sentences.

However, we can generally see that translations
remain quite literal despite the adaptation. Even
with the use of paraphrases and synonyms by the
MT system, the translator plays a lot more with
names and mentions of characters (e.g. “the Things”
> “les serviteurs de Merrin” instead of “les
créatures”), and although our custom MT learned
to merge sentences, splits are more frequent in the
reference (18 in HT only, 8 in MT only, 4 in both).
Finally, it appears that colloquial and spoken
language create frequent disambiguation mistakes,
while chapter names (2 out of the 3) are also
problematic, as was the spoiler that we found!

The code and scripts used for this project will eventually
be made available on https://gitlab.uliege.be/
dhansen/literary-machine-translation.
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6 Discussion

In this study, we have tackled the challenge of
adapting an MT system not simply on literary data,
but on a much more specific corpus of individual
translations and a subset of fantasy fiction novels.
Even though we still face the issue of finding the
ideal balance between translator style and overall
quality, current results from automatic metrics have
proven the output to be both lexically richer, while
remaining very coherent with the series’s universe,
and syntactically more varied than generic systems.

What is more, the annotation and comparison
with the reference reveals that our custom system
has also adapted to the translator’s individual style.
Indeed, the main and most significant finding of our
analysis, which supports the result of the previous
automated measures, is that having a system trained
on stylistically rich and coherent literary data yields
substantial progress in the adaptation process, but
also on a range of criteria that are all cited as
limitations of MT and major differences with HT:
reordering, sentence splits (to which we add merg-
ing of sentences), syntactic shifts, explicitation,
modulation and paraphrasing (Ahrenberg, 2017).

Of course, the raw output is still very far
from being on par with human translation. This
appears clearly in the error annotation process,
but the results also indicate that most issues fall
within typical and well-known errors of MT across
domains, rather than purely literary considerations.
This points to the idea that MT might eventually be-
come a useful tool, capable of providing adequate
suggestions on-the-fly to literary translators. This
scenario, however, could be dependent on further
improvements to machine translation (regarding
context aware MT for example) as well as careful
implementation of this tool into the workflow
(consider, for instance, having MT suggestions
appearing outside the editing area in a CAT tool,
against having the text pre-translated in the same
interface, or having isolated sentences appearing
in a bare and rudimentary PE tool, or even having
no tool at all and post-editing the raw MT directly).
Although further removed from our study, Läubli
et al. (2022) show that text and user interface can
have a direct effect on performance and affects.

6.1 A New Paradigm for LMT
In light of all this, we thus suggest a new paradigm
for MT that could prove beneficial even outside
the literary field, where tools are adapted on a
deeper, more human level, and are seen more as
an interactive aid rather than a pre-processing step.

Our approach thus actively rejects technological
determinism, as defined by Ruffo (2018), “whereby
technology acts as a subject in shaping society
and culture. On the contrary, humans regain their
active role of agents in determining, accepting,
rejecting and interpreting technological artefacts.”
Having a system that is tailored to individual
human productions could furthermore play an
important role in the emotional response and
therefore acceptance of such a tool, if we keep
in mind that translators are not against translation
technologies per se, but rather against the tools
that do not account for the specific challenges of
their work and the “human aspects” of it (Ibid.;
Koskinen and Ruokonen, 2017; Daems, 2021).

Personal MT systems might additionally repre-
sent the only way to mitigate the ethical challenges
that arise with translation technologies. The most
evident issue would be the loss of voice and
stylistic normalization otherwise induced by MT
(Kenny and Winters, 2020), but also the creativity
constraints (Guerberof-Arenas and Toral, 2022),
as well as work conditions, remuneration or
property rights (Taivalkoski-Shilov, 2019). And
while we could be tempted to think that LMT
would not become a reality before a number of
years, companies have already started offering
literary post-editing services (Macken et al., 2022),
and unrevised automated translations of literary
works are not uncommon on the Web.

Having tools and data that remain entirely in the
hands of translators could help to address some of
those legal concerns, especially now that initiatives
like OPUS-CAT aim at facilitating the integration
and fine-tuning of MT. But as with interactive and
adaptive MT, there still is some way to go. With
better systems, dedicated translation environments,
proper PE experience and MT literacy in addition
to strong literary translation skills, human-adapted
LMT might provide a means to support rather than
lessen creativity and quality. What is certain is that
it would allow for a more human-centred use of
MT, and perhaps a way to re-empower translators.

6.2 Limitation and Future Work
One limitation and challenge of our work remains,
as discussed, in preserving the delicate balance
between robustness, or having a system that pro-
duces grammatical and fluent sentences, and having
a system that adapts more closely to translator
style. As a continuation to this study, we plan to
gather the views and opinions of the most interested
parties and confront the output of systems adapted
on various domains to their respective translators.
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A Error annotation scheme

Omission (OMI) 21.6% of all errors
Word or idea that is present in the source but not in the target (even if also omitted in the reference).

Addition (ADD) 0.5% of all errors
Word or idea that is present in the target but not in the source.

Overtranslation (OTR) 0.6% of all errors
Translation that is correct but that leads to a redundancy or adds a nuance in the target that was not present in the source.

Undertranslation (UTR) 3.0% of all errors
Translation that is correct but that leads to the loss of a nuance in the target.

Stuttering (STU) 0.2% of all errors
Words repeated for no apparent reason by the MT system.

Hallucination (HAL) 1.0% of all errors
Completely illogical fragments of sentence added or replaced in the target; invented terms due to subword segmentation.

Non-translation (NTR) 0.0% of all errors
Source term left untranslated in the target.

Mistranslation (MTR) 16.0% of all errors
Terms or syntagmas wrongly translated or translated with the wrong sense.

Opposite meaning (OME) 0.9% of all errors
Translation leading to a meaning that is contradictory to the source.

Nonsense (NON) 2.0% of all errors
Translation that does not make any sense.

Shift in meaning (SME) 3.4% of all errors
Translation leading to a different meaning than the one expressed in the source.

Referential cohesion (REF) 2.5% of all errors
Break in the logical relation of co-referring items (e.g. anaphora): pronoun resolution, lack of antecedent, lexical choice...

Relational cohesion (REL) 0.2% of all errors
Break in the logical articulation and flow of a text’s sentences or clauses.

Logic (LOG) 4.8% of all errors
Sentence that is grammatically correct but syntactically or semantically inaccurate based on the source sentence or story.

Gender (GEN) 1.5% of all errors
Any issue related to a grammatical or character gender (excluding pronoun resolution).

Number (NUM) 0.5% of all errors
Any issue related to agreement based on grammatical number.

Tense (TEN) 4.1% of all errors
Wrong tense; problem with the sequence of tenses.

Person (PER) 0.6% of all errors
Subject-verb agreement.

Function words (FUN) 4.3% of all errors
Mistranslation of a determiner, preposition, etc. (anything but content words).

Punctuation (PUN) 1.6% of all errors
Any punctuation issue, with the exception literary-specific typographic conventions (e.g. related to dialogues).

Style (STY) 17.4% of all errors
Literal translation, repetition, unnatural wording or collocation, translation that makes the text more difficult to understand...

Register (REG) 3.0% of all errors
Confusion between the French “tu” and “vous”; character speaking with an inappropriate tone.

Unfitting paraphrase (PAR) 0.6% of all errors
Term rendered by an equivalent syntagma but leading to a ponderous or poor translation in the given context.

Adaptation (ADA) 1.2% of all errors
Text fragment that requires a particular translation solution due to language differences, cultural context, formal constraints...

Coherence with previous volumes (COH) 2.3% of all errors
Translation of a common or series-specific term that is not in line with previous volumes.

Loss (LOS) 0.8% of all errors
Term that is specific to the series’s universe and translated with a flat and neutral instead of an original or obligatory solution.

Dialogues (DIA) 3.5% of all errors
Problem tied to the typographic conventions of the series.

Case (CAS) 1.6% of all errors
Translation going against previous choices regarding the capitalization of series-specific terms (always capitalized in English).
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B Translation and error examples

Ex. Source DeepL (01/07/2022) Custom MT Reference

1 Foxy rushed over to the
tiny sink and grabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbedgrabbed the
pan out of Beetle’s hands.

Foxy s’est précipité vers
le petit évier et a pris la
casserole des mains de
Beetle.

Vulpin se précipita vers
l’évier et agrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippaagrippa la
casserole des mains de
Moustique.

Vulpin se rua vers l’évier
et arrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarrachaarracha la casserole des
mains de Moustique.

2 I believe there may be a
reason for this. Over the
years the Hermetic
Chamber has seen much
Darke Magyk, and I
suspect the Pick has
become corrupted.

Je crois qu’il y a peut-être
une raison à cela. Au fil
des ans, la Chambre
Hermétique a vu beau-
coup de Darke Magyk, et
je soupçonne que le Pick a
été corrompu.

Je crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a uneJe crois qu’il y a une
raison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil desraison à cela. Au fil des
ans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétiqueans, le cabinet hermétique
a vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyka vu beaucoup de Magyk
noire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que lanoire, et je pense que la
désignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a étédésignation a été
corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.corrompue.

Le cabinet hermétique a
maintes fois été exposé à
la Ténèbre, et je crains
que celle-ci n’ait fini par
affecter la désignation.

3 The discs seemed to have
fused into one and it was
clear that the lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines thatthe lines that
radiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated outradiated out from the
Manuscriptorium Code
joined up with some of
those on the Wizard
Tower Code. Each one of
these led to a symbol.

Les disques semblaient
avoir fusionné en un seul
et il était clair que les
lignes qui rayonnaient du
code du manuscritoire
rejoignaient certaines de
celles du code de la tour
du sorcier. Chacune
d’entre elles menait à un
symbole.

Les disques semblaient
avoir fusionné et il était
évident que les lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignesles lignes
rayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantesrayonnantes du code du
Manuscriptorium
rejoignaient celles du
code de la tour du
Magicien, chacune
donnant naissance à un
symbole.

Les disques semblaient
avoir fusionné, et leslesleslesleslesleslesleslesleslesleslesleslesles
lignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaientlignes qui rayonnaient à
partir du centre du plus
petit se prolongeaient
dans certaines de celles
qui étaient gravées à la
surface du second pour
aboutir à un symbole.

4 Septimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out theSeptimus read out the
second number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the firstsecond number of the first
pair.pair.pair.pair.pair.pair.pair.pair.pair.pair.pair.pair.pair.pair.pair.pair.pair. “Ninety-eight.”

Septimus a lu le deuxième
chiffre de la première
paire. “Quatre-vingt-
dix-huit.”

— Quatre-vingt-dix-huit. — Quatre-vingt-dix-huit.

5 A simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple RevealA simple Reveal—why
hadn’t she thought of
that?

Une simple révélation -
pourquoi n’y avait-elle
pas pensé ?

Pourquoi n’y avait-elle
pas songé ?

Un sort révélateur...
Comment n’y avait-elle
pas pensé elle-même ?

6 The previous afternoon
Marcia had successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfullyhad successfully
gatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgatheredgathered all scribes
together in the
Manuscriptorium.

L’après-midi précédent,
Marcia avait réussi à
rassembler tous les scribes
dans le manuscritoire.

La veille, Marcia avaitavaitavaitavaitavaitavaitavaitavaitavaitavaitavaitavaitavaitavaitavaitavaitavait
réuniréuniréuniréuniréuniréuniréuniréuniréuniréuniréuniréuniréuniréuniréuniréuniréuni tous les scribes du
Manuscriptorium.

La veille, Marcia étaitétaitétaitétaitétaitétaitétaitétaitétaitétaitétaitétaitétaitétaitétaitétaitétait
parvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunirparvenue à réunir tous les
scribes au
Manuscriptorium.

7 Romilly walked
selfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciouslyselfconsciously into the
seven-cornered passage.

Romilly a marché d’un air
gêné dans le passage à
sept angles.

Romilly pénétra
inconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemmentinconsciemment dans le
couloir qui tournait sept
fois sur lui-même.

Romilly s’avança
d’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timided’un pas timide vers
l’entrée du couloir aux
sept détours.

8 Simon pushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his waypushed his way
throughthroughthroughthroughthroughthroughthroughthroughthroughthroughthroughthroughthroughthroughthroughthroughthrough the Darke Fog,
terrified that at any
moment a Thing would
recognize him.

Simon s’est frayé un
chemin à travers le
brouillard de Darke,
terrifié à l’idée qu’à tout
moment une Chose puisse
le reconnaître.

Simon se frayase frayase frayase frayase frayase frayase frayase frayase frayase frayase frayase frayase frayase frayase frayase frayase fraya un chemin
à travers le brouillard,
terrifié à l’idée qu’une
créature puisse le
reconnaître.

Simon se frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayaitse frayait un
chemin à travers le
brouillard, terrifié à l’idée
qu’une créature le
reconnaisse.

9 He thought of Larry. Of
Matt, Marcus and Igor atatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatat
Gothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk GrottoGothyk Grotto, even the
oddly irritating people at
Wizard Sandwiches.

Il a pensé à Larry. À Matt,
Marcus et Igor à la Grotte
de Gothyk, et même aux
gens bizarrement irritants
de Wizard Sandwiches.

Il songea à Larry, à Matt,
Marcus et Igor, à laà laà laà laà laà laà laà laà laà laà laà laà laà laà laà laà la
Grotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-GothicGrotte-Gothic, même aux
gens bizarrement agaçants
de Magyk Sandwich.

Puis il pensa à Larry, à
Matt, Marcus et Igor, dedededededededededededededededede
la Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothicla Grotte-Gothic, et même
à la bande d’hurluberlus
parfois exaspérants de
Magyk Sandwich.

10 “Marcellus, do youyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyou have
six guineas on youyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyouyou?”
asked Marcia.

“Marcellus, tu as six
guinées sur toi ?”
demande Marcia.

— Marcellus, tututututututututututututututututu as six
guinées sur toitoitoitoitoitoitoitoitoitoitoitoitoitoitoitoitoi ?

— Marcellus, auriez-vousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvous
six guinées sur vousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvousvous ?
demanda Marcia.

11 “Does that mean that
Beetle is...”

“Cela signifie-t-il que
Beetle est...«

Ça veut dire que
Moustique est...

— Ça veut dire que
Moustique...

12 She continued. [cont.] Elle a continué. [cont.] Elle poursuivit : [cont.] Marcia reprit : [cont.]

13 “During the last few days
in the Wizard Tower,
when I was trying to find
a way to defeat the Darke
Domaine [...]

“Pendant les derniers
jours dans la Tour des
Sorciers, quand j’essayais
de trouver un moyen de
vaincre le Domaine de
Darke [...]

— Ces derniers jours, à la
tour du Magicien, alors
que je cherchais un
moyen de vaincre le
domaine ténébreux [...]

— Ces derniers jours,
tandis que je cherchais
comment vaincre le
domaine ténébreux,
enfermée dans la tour [...]
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